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Assembly Analysis of Nerf Gun N-Strike Maverick 
 

Sri Harsha Garapati, Joh Capille, Mario Simoes, Vladimir Ristevski, Daniel Zaglul 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

The following report details the continuation of disassembly and initial analysis of 

the NERF N-Strike Maverick Blaster into Datum Flow Chain (DFC) consideration and 

Key Characteristic delivery.  Previous work on part and subassembly identification and 

function evaluation has been expanded to describe the product in terms of part location 

and constraint through DFC generation.  The motivation behind these efforts is to create 

visual representations of how a part or subassembly affects each subsequent part or 

subassembly in a complex system.  The analysis group intelligently deduced an effective 

DFC for KC delivery and determined that a large amount of designed-in over-constraint 

exists within the Maverick Blaster. The analysis team also proposed a assembly 

sequence, calculated the assembly time according to boothroyd table and also 

recommended the tools used for assembly. This report also proposes the factory layout to 

meet the production demand. 
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CHAPTER 1  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

The market of this product is towards children ages 6-9 years of age. The design of this 

NERF N-Strike Maverick (Model No: 61497) gun is ergonomic and lightweight to the 

user. Children of this age group need to have a light toy not a heavy toy. The purpose of 

the vibrant colors is to distinguish the gun from a real weapon. In addition to safety it is 

the company’s trademark colors. According to Amazon it is ranked number 257 in terms 

of sales in toys and games. The incredibly cool Hasbro Nerf N-Strike Maverick Blaster 

has a six-dart barrel with flip-open action for easy loading. Its rapid launching action 

increases speed and accuracy, while the pullback mechanism and auto-advancing barrel 

make for fast, powerful firing. 

1.2 Demographics 
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CHAPTER 2  DISASSEMBLY  

2.1 Initial Dis-Assembly 

As a part of the first phase of this project, the product is taken and disected to 

study the parts and their assembly. Pictures are taken carefully throughout the disection to 

catch all the details of the parts and their assembly. The pictures (Please see Appendix A) 

are used then to label the parts in this report. 

2.2 Parts and Purpose 

2.2.1 Frame 

a. Holds overall assembly together 

b. Protects internal moving parts 

c. Provides track for all moving parts both internal and external 

d. Composed of two halves 

2.2.2 Slide 

a. Loads internal Piston Bolt assembly with air 

b. Compresses Main Spring 

2.2.3 Main Cylinder Assembly 

a. Holds darts 

b. Rotates to allow multiple rounds to fire before toy needs to be reloaded 
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c. Provides track for round to leave accurately once fired 

d. Switches between firing and loading positions 

2.2.4 Muzzle 

a. Visual safety item, neon color is a universal indicator of a toy 

2.2.5 Piston 

a. Retains the O-Ring for air tight seal 

b. Aperture for compressed air release 

2.2.6 Bolt 

a. Retains the Main Spring 

b. Contact with Slide compresses the Main Spring 

c. Contact with Bolt Catch locks in cocked position 

d. Relative motion pressurizes the Bolt-Piston assembly 

2.2.7 Bolt Catch 

a. Holds Bolt and Main Spring in place when system is in the cocked 

position 

b. Releases Bolt and Main Spring when trigger is depressed 

2.2.8 Bolt Catch Lever 

a. Actuation releases the Bolt from the Bolt Catch 

2.2.9 Trigger 

a. User interface used to release the locking mechanism firing the toy 
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b. Actuates the Bolt Catch Lever 

c. Moves Advancing Slide forwards and backwards 

2.2.10 Small Advancing Cylinder Bracket 

a.  Holds Advanced Cylinder Assembly in place and aligned 

2.2.11 Advanced Slide 

a. Actuates the Advancing Cylinder 

2.2.12 Main Cylinder Release Button 

a. Contacts with the plunger of the Advanced Cylinder Assembly to dis-

engage the contact between the Advancing Cylinder Assembly and the 

Main Cylinder Assembly 

b. Allows Main Cylinder Assembly to pivot out from the Frame for 

reloading 

2.2.13 Advanced Cylinder Assembly 

a. Rotates the Main Cylinder Assembly 

2.2.14 Main Spring 

a. Provides force necessary to push air out of Bolt-Piston Assembly which is 

necessary to fire a round 

2.2.15 Slide Return Spring 

a. Returns and holds slide in its neutral position after loading 
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2.2.16 Bolt Catch Spring 

a. Returns Bolt Catch and Bolt Catch Lever to neutral position 

2.2.17 Trigger Return Spring 

a. Returns Trigger to neutral position 

2.2.18 Main Cylinder Release Button Spring 

a. Returns and maintains Main Cylinder Release Button in its neutral 

position. 

2.2.19 Accessory Lock 

a. Holds optional accessories in place 

2.2.20 Accessory Lock Spring 

a. Returns Accessory Lock to neutral position. 

 

2.3 Solid Works Modeling 

All the parts mentioned above are modeled in SolidWorks (Appendix B) and 

individual parts are then assembled to reconstruct the Nerf Gun.  
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CHAPTER 3  KEY CHARACTERISTICS 

3.1 Introduction 

After inspecting the parts, assembly (Appendix A and Section 2.2) and their 

function in detail Liasion diagram is constructed. While constructing the Liasion diagram 

careful attention is given to contacts between the various parts. Key characteristics are 

identified and marked on the Liasion diagram with double lines.  For better understanding 

we have made the Liasion diagram with pictures of the parts (Figure 1) and also a Liasion 

diagram with the block diagram (Figure 2).  
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Figure 1 Visual Liasion Diagram 

 

1. Frame                                                    11.   Advancing Slide 
2.  Slide                                                     12.   Main Cylinder Release Button 
3.  Main Cylinder                                      13.   Advancing Cylinder Assembly 
4.  Muzzle                                                 14.   Main Spring 
5.  Piston                                                   15.   Slide Return Spring 
6.  Bolt                                                      16.   Bolt Catch Spring 
7.  Bolt Catch                                            17.  Trigger Return Spring 
8.  Bolt Catch Lever                                  18.  Main Cylinder Release Spring  
9.  Trigger                                                  19.  Accessory Lock and Spring Assembly 
10.  Small Advancing Cylinder Bracket 
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Figure 2 Liasion Diagram 

 

3.2 Key Characteristic 

A key Characteristic (KC) of an assembly is defined as the assembly that 

influences the overall performance of the product. Otherwise it could be also defined as 

the assembly between parts that has the most significant effect on the product 

performance. Below are the few important assemblies that are considered to be KC’s in 

our product initially. After thorough examination and feedback from fellow peer students 

and instructor we finally indentified the KC of our product. The reasons for considering 

an assembly as a KC and later removing it as a KC is explained in detail in Section 3.2.5. 
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3.2.1 Frame- Bolt 

A Key Characteristic (KC) in assembly and performance exists between the 

Frame and the Bolt.  The Frame supplies the slide channel, which keeps the Bolt aligned 

with the Piston.  If the Frame and Bolt are not assembled correctly there will be binding 

between the Bolt and Piston resulting in failure of the product 

3.2.2 Frame- Advancing Slide 

A similar KC exists between the Frame and Advancing Slide.  The Frame 

supplies the slide channel, which keeps the Advancing Slide, aligned to interface with the 

Advancing Cylinder.  The Frame must provide perfect alignment of the Advancing Slide 

or the product will wear prematurely and fail.  

3.2.3 Bolt- Piston 

A KC exists between the Bolt and Piston.  The interface between these parts must 

be within pressure tight tolerance.  If this tolerance is not met no pressure will be 

generated within the assembly resulting in product failure.  

3.2.4 Advancing Slide- Advancing Cylinder 

A KC exists between these parts.  The Advancing Slide and Advancing Cylinder 

must be precisely manufactured to ensure proper interface between contact surfaces.  

Improper contact surfaces will result in premature wear and product failure. As the 

assembly between the Advancing Slide and Advancing Cylinder is chosen as the main 

KC for our product, detailed explanation of the Advancing Cylinder and Advancing Slide 

are given in the next following sections 
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3.2.5 Considerations for Removing KC Relationships 

From the KC relationships three of the four KC relationships have been re-

designated as normal assembly relationships by the analysis group.  Expansion of 

the parts that form the pressure vessel of the product we see that an O-ring is 

constrained by the Piston such that an air-tight seal is achieved between 

concentric Piston and Bolt cylinders.   

O-rings are manufactured to standard, highly controlled specifications and 

are placed in assemblies in such a way that causes the elastic polymer to be 

compressed.  The compressive force results from close fitting of parts which 

contact the O-ring.  O-rings are designed to be compliant which takes up variance 

between close-fit parts and to ensure fluid-tight seals as seen in the Maverick 

Blaster.  For these reasons the analysis group re-designated the KC relationships 

between the Bolt, Piston, and Frame as normal part location. 

The KC between Advancing Slide and Frame was also re-designated to 

normal part location and will be explained by the part location relationship 

between the Advancing Slide and Trigger in section 4.4. 

3.3 Advancing Cylinder Sub Assembly 

The Advancing Cylinder (Figure 3) is responsible for rotating the main cylinder 

into the positions necessary to fire a round and to prepare the subsequent round to be 

fired as well. The Cylinder also has a secondary function of damage prevention. The 

Advancing Cylinder is designed to allow the Main Cylinder to move freely in either the 

clockwise or counter clockwise directions without moving or damaging any of the other 
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parts within the gun. How the Advancing Cylinder does this and what parts are 

incorporated in the Sub Assembly are as follows. 

 
Figure 3 Advancing Cylinder 

3.3.1 Outer Housing 

The Outer Housing holds all parts associated with the sub assembly. It’s outside 

(Figure 4) provides the track used by the Advancing slide to spin both the Advancing 

Cylinder and the Main Cylinder. The inside (Figure 6) of the part provides a track for the 

Rotation Slide to move back and forth. The back of the part (Figure 7) has a slot for the 

screw to hold the assembly together. 
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Figure 4 Housing of Advancing Cylinder 

 

 
Figure 5 Interior portion of the Housing 

 

 
Figure 6 Picture of Housing showing the slot 
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3.3.2 Main Cylinder Male Contact 

The Main Cylinder Male Contact (MCMC) rotates both with the entire assembly 

and independently. It connects to the Main Cylinder via a hexagonal protrusion on the 

front of the piece (Figure 7). The Back of the device (Figure 8) consists of the screw 

mount and a circular triangular track that works in conjunction to the Rotation slide to 

allow the Main Cylinder slide to move as necessary. The track also aligns the Male 

contact with the Rotating slide. 

 
Figure 7 Main Cylinder Male Contact (Front) 

 

 
Figure 8 Main Cylinder Male Contact (Back) 
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3.3.3 Rotation Slide 

The Rotation Slide (Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11) is what determines 

whether or not the Main Cylinder Male Contact rotates with the rest of the Assembly or 

independently. The top of the device is a mirror image of the track on the Main Cylinder 

Male Contact. The back of the device has both a center cavity where the rotation spring 

resides and two protrusions that match the tracks on the inside of the Outer housing. This 

track restricts the movement to one single degree of freedom, which is to move forwards 

and backwards. 

 
Figure 9 Rotation Slide(Front) 

 

 
Figure 10 Rotation Slide (Back) without Rotation Spring 
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Figure 11 Rotation Slide(Back) with Rotation Spring 

 

 

 

3.3.4 Rotation Spring 

The Rotation Spring provides enough potential energy to keep the Rotation Slide 

and the MCMC linked and moving uniformly. If more energy is applied, the spring will 

deform allowing the Rotation Slide to move backwards and the MCMC to move forward 

50 degrees before the Rotation Slide will move back up, linking the two mechanisms 

again. 
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Figure 12 Rotation Spring 

3.4 Assembly/Functions Difficulties and Possible Improvements 

During assembly the springs become slightly compressed before the left and right 

halves of the frames are placed together. The frame is the only part that holds many of 

these springs in place. If the halves are not aligned properly the springs can be in the 

wrong position causing a malfunction. A possible fix would be to have the parts clips that 

hold the spring into frame prior to the right half of the frame being joined. This however 

would increase the price of the construction of a ten dollar toy more then the value of the 

improved efficiency during construction. 

The slide return spring must be latched to the left half of the slide prior to the 

joining of the two halves of the frame. If ignored the halves must be disassembled to 

reconnect the slide to its spring and a malfunction can take place. The slide covers the 

spring from damage and from exposure. 
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Due to the advanced cylinder assembly moving the main cylinder assembly twice 

for ever depression of the trigger instead of once, like in a normal revolver design, the 

main cylinder assembly oscillates during firing because it must move to the firing 

position, stop, and then move to the neutral position of the next round. This oscillation 

causes the firing rate to be slowed and for the gun to jam often. In the normal sequence of 

a revolver, the gun moves only once in a longer single movement. The firing position of 

first round is the same as the neutral position of the following round. Also a secondary 

cylinder catch system ensures that the main cylinder is held in place and in line with the 

bullet track to ensure the gun fires quickly and efficiently. This is a vastly better system 

then the one used in the gun. The main advantage the system used in the N-Strike 

Maverick has over a normal revolver assembly is that the advanced cylinder assembly 

allows for the main cylinder assembly to move both clockwise and counter clockwise 

without damaging any of the components of the weapon. This is not possible in the 

standard revolver system. This is most likely why this system was adopted in this gun so 

that there would be less risk that the user could damage the device.  
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CHAPTER 4  DATUM FLOW CHAIN 

4.1 Introduction 

A Datum Flow Chain (DFC) allows us to design the scheme by which the 

tolerances will be achieved. It does this in the context of creating the constraint structure 

by which the parts will be located. There are two types of assemblies according to Daniel 

E. Whitney. Type-1 assemblies are the assemblies that are constrained properly 

constrained and Type-2 assemblies are under constrained. Our product is considered a 

Type 1 assembly because it puts parts together at their prefabricated mating features and 

no fixtures or adjustments are required.   

4.2 Root for DFC 

The root for our Nerf Gun DFC is the frame of the gun shown in the Figure 13. 

The frame is an assembly composed of two injection-molded components. It measures 

11.5 x 9.5 x 3 in size and is the most critical component of the assembly because every 

internal component of the assembly is dependent on the frame for correct placement and 

function. All of the parts in the assembly are either attached or bound by the frame. 
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Figure 13 Frame of the Nerf Gun Assembly 

 

4.3 DFC for KC 

We have separated joints between parts into two classes: “Mates” which convey 

dimensional location and constraint from one part to another. When all of a part’s mates 

are complete, it should be constrained in all 6 degrees of freedom unless free motion is 

part of its function. “Contacts” are redundant and provide strength or partial constraint. 

DFC emphasizes the mates. There is clearly a chain of mates from one side of the KC to 

the other. No fixtures or gages are necessary to mate the parts.  

Figure 14 shows a visual representation of our DFC. According to our coordinate 

system specified below only the Small Advancing Cylinder Bracket is fully constrained 

in all six directions. The Trigger is allowed to move in the x - direction and constrained 

elsewhere. The Advancing Slide can only rotate in the 

! 

"Z
- direction and the Advancing 

Cylinder Assembly can rotate about the 

! 

"X  - direction.   

We also made a block diagram of DFC, which is shown in Figure 15 
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Figure 14 Visual DFC 

 

1. Frame                              4.   Advancing Cylinder Assembly 

2. Trigger                            5.   Small Advancing Cylinder Bracket  

3. Advancing Slide 
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Figure 15 Block diagram of DFC 

4.4 Description of the DFC and its Features 

Since we determined that we have only one KC we can only produce one 

DFC. We have stated previously that our KC’s are between the Advancing Slide 

and the Advancing Cylinder Assembly. These two components of our assembly 

are contact/mate points as indicated by the dotted line. The Advancing Slide 

mates with the Trigger, moreover the Trigger then mates with the Frame. The 

Advancing Cylinder Assembly mates with the Small Advancing Cylinder 

Bracket, moreover the Small Advancing Cylinder Bracket then mates with the 

frame. There is visibly a chain of mates from one side of the KC to the other. For 

better understanding of the above description a picture is included below (Figure 

16). 
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Figure 16 Detail View Showing the mates in the Sub Assembly 

 

4.5 What Parts Locate What Other Parts 

We already determined that the frame or (base part of origin) is the main 

component that provides location for other parts that are involved in the KC. All 

parts in the assembly are assumed rigid. Each part is completely located once its 

position and orientation in three dimensional space are located. Each assembly 

operation completely locates the part being assembled. In our DFC the Trigger is 

located by the Advancing Slide and Frame.   

Likewise, the Advancing Cylinder Assembly is located by the Small 

Advancing Cylinder Bracket and the Frame. Everything is designed so that parts 

fall into pre-molded slots, have pin connections, held or supported by tension or 

compression springs or are fastened. Overall, a lot of thought and thinking went 

into the design of this product. It is designed so it can be completely taken apart 
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and put together in minutes. Parts can be swapped with replacement part easily 

even by someone with limited technical knowledge.  

4.5.1 Why does the DFC have the form that it does 

DFC has this current form due the limited number of mates leading to the root of 

the DFC. We currently a have a single chain of nodes for our DFC. For example, we can 

include the Trigger Return Springs, Main Cylinder, Main Cylinder Release Spring, Main 

Cylinder Release Button and create a DFC that braches outside our KC. 

 

4.6 Over Constraints in Assembly 

This Nerf Gun has a multitude of over constraint ranging from the big 

parts to the small parts. One of the main parts that demonstrate this is the left and 

right frames. These frames hold and guide multiple parts in the assembly such as 

the main spring and piston bolt assembly. It’s held in place by the two frames in 

different locations and different parts located in the Nerf Gun.  Another part that 

tends to be over constrained is the trigger by the frame and advancing slide. One 

frame is all it needs to constrain the trigger but with the opposing frame included 

it becomes over constrained. Some of the key components that are not over 

constrained are the bolt catch lever for one instance. It is pinned in 2 locations by 

the frame and the bolt catch. It rotates relative to the bolt catch and is constrained 

by the bolt catch as well. 
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4.7 Alternate DFC and KC delivery 

From previous figures it can be clearly seen that the KC between the Advancing 

Slide and Advancing Cylinder surfaces is delivered by the left side of the Frame, the 

Trigger, and Small Advancing Cylinder Bracket.  We believe that this is the most 

desirable DFC arrangement for delivering the KC.  Our motivations behind this 

conclusion include evaluation of the type of assembly required by the product and 

analysis of the constraints, which allow the novel revolver-style function of the product.  

A brief explanation of the function of the Maverick Blaster is provided for review. 

In order for the Maverick to function a revolute degree of Freedom (DOF) must 

remain unconstrained in the Main Cylinder Assembly.  The revolute DOF lies in the x-

axis of the coordinate system established by the analysis group.  The contact between the 

Main Cylinder Assembly (MCA) and the Advancing Cylinder Assembly (ACA) allows 

for indexing of the MCA as the ACA is cycled by the Advancing Slide thus producing 

simultaneous revolute motion of both MCA and ACA.  The indexing motion presents a 

single dart within the MCA with the Piston aperture and compressed air charge.  This 

sequence may be performed in rapid succession until each of the six darts has been fired. 

The revolver-style function of the Maverick is novel and executed with great 

success.  The Maverick is part of a family of NERF products that operate by slide-action.  

That is to say that a slide is cycled through its range of motion to engage the Bolt with the 

Bolt Catch which in turn enlarges the volume contained within the Bolt and Piston (or 

comparable system) effectively drawing in a charge of air to be compressed by the 

release of the bolt.  All other products in this family feature a breach in which a single 

dart is feed into the product via spring loaded magazine.  Closing the breach strips a dart 
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from the magazine and creates a closed volume for pressurization.  The magazine and 

breach provide an alternative means of cycling darts into the product and eliminate the 

need for rotating assemblies and thus revolute DOF.   

KC designation between parts will clearly vary from magazine feed to revolver-

style products.  Delivery of the KC(s) in non-revolver type products will rely on chains of 

product-specific parts but will all have the Frame as a root node.  This will be common as 

Frame features establish lines of action of moving parts and a fixed base for fully 

constrained parts.  A review of the Maverick DFC presented above shows that the Frame 

serves as the foundation for parts that mate with subsequent parts in a chain performing 

the overall function.  The flow of the DFC chain as well as the Liaison Diagram (also 

pictured previously) supports Type 1 assembly characteristics in that parts are overlain 

and are supported upon introduction to the assembly.  No fixtures are needed during any 

step of the assembly process. 

Following the current DFC and Liaison Diagram closely the reader can see that 

the Frame provides a plane on which the Trigger is restricted to translation in the x 

direction which forms a two member link with the Advancing Cylinder Slide which is 

also restricted to translation in the x direction by Frame features.  The Frame 

simultaneously fixes the Small ACA Bracket.  A Large ACA Bracket is also fixed by the 

Frame but is not being considered an individual part by the analysis group.  An 

alternative DFC may be constructed by treating the Small ACA Bracket as part of the 

ACA as is the Large ACA Bracket while treating the Trigger and Advancing Slide in a 

similar manner.  An example is pictured below Figure 17. 
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Figure 17 Alternate DFC 

 

The alternative DFC relies on the same parts for KC delivery but shows a 

reduction in the chain as a result of treating a greater combination of parts as assemblies.  

The alternative DFC still shows that the Trigger and Advancing Slide translate in the x 

direction but removes the information pertaining to the allowed relative rotation of the 

Advancing Slide about the Trigger in the z-axis.  This information may be critical as 

variance in Frame manufacture may cause the lines of action of the Trigger and 

Advancing Slide to differ slightly.  It is believed that the pin connection between the 

Trigger and Advancing Slide allows for Frame variance and eliminates the possibility of 

binding when properly assembled.  The pin may also allow for relative motion of small 

angles between the Trigger and Advancing Slide as the Advancing Slide contacts the 

ACA.  Use of the alternative DFC may result in Trigger-Advancing Slide assemblies to 

be redesigned as a one-piece part.  This could possibly result in decreased performance of 

the product. 

This section gives support to the current DFC as best delivering the KC between 

the Advancing Slide and ACA. The design of the Maverick necessitates the parts 

contained within the DFC be arranged and constrained in a precise manner.  Support for 
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the current DFC is provided by the characteristics of a Type 1 assembly and observation 

of the pictured alternative DFC. 
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CHAPTER 5  ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE AND FACTORY LAYOUT 

5.1 Assembly Sequence 

We have analyzed the different methods to assemble the Nerf Gun and found the 

following assembly procedure is the most convenient and fastest way. The following are 

the steps of the assembly procedure and are explained with pictures. 

1. Place Left Frame onto assembly surface 

 

 

2. Locate Main Cylinder Release Button 
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3. Place Main Cylinder Release Button Spring into its appropriate housing on the 

Main Cylinder Release Button. Spring should be placed with its curvature facing 

upward as in the photograph provided. 

 

 

4. Place the Main Cylinder Release Button with its spring inside into the slot on the 

Left Frame. Make sure that the Trigger enters with the Main Cylinder Release 

Spring facing upward and the high end of the Main Cylinder Release Button 

facing to the right.  

 

 

5. Locate the Advancing Slide and place it on the track of the Left Frame located 

directly above the trigger hole with the screw slot facing upward and facing to the 

left.  
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6. Snap Small Advancing Cylinder Bracket to the Left Frame with the Advancing 

Slide centered underneath. The protrusion should be placed in order to prevent the 

Advancing Slide from being lifted without removing the Small Advancing 

Cylinder Bracket.  

 

 

7. Snap Advancing Cylinder Assembly onto the Left Frame. In order to do this, 

connect the Large Advancing Cylinder Bracket to its corresponding screw slots. 

The rear of the Advancing Cylinder Assembly will be held by the small 

Advancing Cylinder Bracket.  
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8. Place Trigger Return Spring onto the Left Frame. 

 

 

9. Secure the Trigger Return Spring by screwing it down using a Phillips 

screwdriver using the Interior Screw A as the screw. 
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10. Hook Trigger to the Trigger Return Spring. To do this, locate the latch at the 

bottom of the Trigger. Connect the latch to the Trigger Return Spring. 

 

 

11. Align Trigger so outer hole latches onto Advancing Slide and inner hole latches to 

LF 

12. While holding down Trigger with one hand, secure Trigger to Advancing Slide 

with Interior Screw B. Using a screwdriver, screw the Interior Screw into the 

Advancing Slide to link the two parts.  

  

 

13. Using a screwdriver, secure Small Advancing Cylinder Bracket and the 

Advancing Cylinder Assembly using four Interior Screw B screws.  
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a. Use two Interior Screw B screws to secure Small Advancing Cylinder 

Bracket to the Left Frame.  

b. Use two Interior Screw B screws to secure the large Advancing Cylinder 

Bracket and the Advancing Cylinder Assembly to the Left Frame.  

 

14. Snap Slide Return Spring to the Left Frame. 

 

 

15. Using a Screwdriver and an Interior Screw A, secure the Slide Return Spring to 

the Left Frame.  
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16. Place the Bolt Catch Spring onto the Bolt Catch Assembly. 

 

 

17. While compressing the Bolt Catch Spring, slide the Bolt Catch assembly into its 

housing slot on the Left Frame. Ensure the Bolt Catch Lever is properly aligned 

with its rotation rod during the placement of the part.  
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18. Insert the Main Spring. While inserting, make sure the Main Spring passes within 

the hole of the Bolt Catch.  

  

 

19. Place the Piston Assembly onto the Left Frame. The rear end of the assembly 

should be inserted into the Main Spring. The front of the assembly should be 

aligned with a cavity on the Left Frame.  
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20. Insert Muzzle onto the front of the Left Frame. The flat surface shown in the 

photo should face towards the bottom of the gun.  

 

 

21. While pulling back Advancing Cylinder Assembly, insert Main Cylinder. The 

orange end of the Main Cylinder should face away from the other components. 

During insertion the grey outer Aligning Brackets should be inserted at a 45 

degree angle in relation to the Left Frame. After insertion of the Main Cylinder, 

lower the Aligning Brackets onto the frame into their assigned cavities.  
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22. Place Right Frame onto the Left Frame. The Frame should be inserted parallel to 

the Left Frame.  

 

23. Screw in all 8 Type A Exterior Screws to secure the Left Frame to the Right 

Frame. The Frame already has the appropriate holes designated. There are 8 holes 

for the 8 screws.  
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24. While holding Left Slide at 45 degrees, insert metallic rod section of the Left slide 

into Slide Return spring. Use your eyes to catch the Slide Return Spring with the 

metallic rod.  

 

 

25. Connect the Slide to the Frame. The Frame has a track for the Slide.  
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26. Link the Right Slide with the Left Slide as pictured bellow.  

 

 

27. Secure the two ends of the Slide together utilizing the Type B Exterior Screws. 

The screw is pictured bellow.  

 

 

5.2 Tools and Fixtures used for Assembly 

5.2.1 Reorientation of the Parts and Use of Fixtures 

Sine the Nerf gun is non symmetric it would be easier to use a fixture to just hold 

the left side of the frame in place and keep it from wobbling. This will fixture will only 
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hold the frame flat and does not change or help the assembly process in any other way. A 

foam like impression of the left frame is formed to create this simple fixture. 

 
Figure 18 Fixture for the Left Side of the Frame 

 

5.2.2 Tools Required for Assembly 

A Phillips screwdriver is the type that, when viewed straight at the tip of the metal end, 

reveals a perfectly perpendicular intersection of steel. It basically makes an ‘X’ where 

each point is equal in distance from the next point. A Phillips screw corresponds to this 

type of screwdriver, making again a perfect intersection of lines, but whereas the 

screwdriver itself is known to be the male end, the screw is the female end. Several 

possible tools can be used for assembly of our product. It would be possible to use 

manual screwdriver (Figure 19) or cordless battery (Figure 20) operated screwdriver but 

this would be very inefficient method of assembly for mass manufacturing. 
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Figure 19 Manual No. 1 Screwdriver 

 

 

 
Figure 20 Cordless Screwdriver 

 

Therefore, the best assembly approach of the screws given their size is a 

pneumatically operated screwdriver that is attached to a hose, which is connected to an 

air distribution pipe above the workstation. The screwdriver has a No. 1 magnetic tip 

mounted on the front of the front. Figure 21 and Figure 22 show the pneumatic 

screwdriver and the magnetic attachment. There are several pin connections that play a 

major role in holding key components together. To insert the pins into the pre molded 

holes a small hammer shown in Figure 23 is needed. They would be held with one hand 

and gently inserted with the help of the small hammer. 
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Figure 21 Pneumatic Screwdriver 

 
 

 
Figure 22 Magnetic Screwdriver Tip 
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Figure 23 Ballpen Hammer 4 Oz 

 

5.3 Problems during Assembly 

1. Latching of the Trigger Return Spring to the Trigger is problematic. The spring is 

hard to grasp and the latch for the Trigger is too small. The issue is compounded 

with the issue that the space where the trigger is being inserted has very little 

breathing room during assembly.  

2. When inserting the Main Cylinder the Front and Rear locator bars must be 

inserted after the Main Cylinder or else the mechanism will not install properly.  

3. Connection of the Arming Slide to its return spring is difficult. The spring is not 

long enough and it’s very small in diameter. This makes connecting it to the Slide 

more time consuming.  
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5.4 Boothroyd Table and Assembly Time 

Predicted Assembly Time using Boothroyd tables was 197.17 seconds. Using the 

following order, actual assembly times over the period of 6 attempts were 312, 328, 295, 

280, 287, 282 seconds respectively. Possible reasons for the time gap would be that first, 

a trained employee would be quicker in the part’s construction due to a higher number of 

repetitions of the task, second, instead of a powered magnetic screw driver, assembly was 

done by a manual non magnetic screwdriver, which slowed the assembly process, and 

third, the shape of the device makes it wobbly during construction unless the left frame 

were to be placed on some from of a special base to secure it’s location, which may or 

may not be done in the factory.  Below Table gives the Boothroyd Table. 

5.5 Factory Layout 

Considering Assumptive Cycle Time, there is no need to organize highly sequential line; 

however, too much individual workstations increase expenses. To balance minimizing 

equipment cost and overhead cost, General Assembly Flow becomes as follows: The 

production workflow starts with an inventory stockpile that supplies approximately 1 

shift of production. There are six assembles that attach only four parts to each product. 

After they are finished they pass the product to the next assembler until the product is 

finished. Then a quality control person inspects and test fires the product to ensure 

functionality. Packaging is the final step of the assembly process and it is done manually. 

Zip ties are used to secure the product to the pre printed box-package. The factory layout 

is shown in the Figure 24 below. 
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                          Figure 24 Factory Layout 

 

Figure 25 gives magnified or detailed view of the production/assembly line 
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Figure 25 Assembly/Production Line 

 

The figure below (Figure 26) shows the sample workstation. 
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Figure 26 Sample Workstation 

One of the advantages of this assembly line is interchangeability of N-Strike parts 

allows for multiple products to be assembled on the same line with ease.  A worker 

supplied with different frames and a stock of product-specific parts along with a stock of 

common parts would be able to switch to a different product assembly on the fly.  This 

would allow an entire line to switch from product to product as demand changes 

throughout a shift. 

For example, the Maverick and N-Strike CS-35 Blaster utilize the same 

Piston/Bolt assembly as well as the same Bolt Catch/Bolt Catch Lever as well as several 

other parts.  The difference in between models in this case ranges from 5 – 10 individual 

parts or subassemblies.  Using the method of individual worker unit assembly, a cell 

would be stocked with all the common and specialized parts which comprise the N-Strike 
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line of products.  If the quota of Maverick units is met within a shift, the entire line can 

switch to production of CS-35 units without the need to make any changes to the line 

itself.  This method allows for production volume control as a line can quickly switch 

from production of one product to another. 

From assembly analysis, it was determined that an individual worker can 

complete the main assembly of the product without the need to pass incomplete 

assemblies down the line.  The analysis team proposes that each main assembly cell is 

kept stocked with parts and subassemblies to be picked from compartments, or bins, by 

the worker and inserted into the main assembly.  Once a complete Maverick Blaster is 

assembled, the unit is placed by the worker on a conveyor which delivers the product to 

packaging.   

The analysis team has not evaluated the packaging stage.  

5.6 Assembly Takt Time  

Previously we determined that 320,000 units sold a month 

Takt Time comes from the German work “Taktzeit” meaning cycle time. It 

calculates the maximum allowable time needed to produce one unit in order to meet 

customer demand or in other words the rate needed to run to meet customer demand. 

Predicted Assembly Time using Boothroyd tables was 197.17 seconds. Using the 

following order, actual assembly times over the period of 6 attempts were 312, 328, 295, 

280, 287, 282 seconds respectively. 

320,000 units sold per month / 30 days = 10,666 units per day customer demand.  
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Figure 27 Take Time Calculator Table 

 

We now have 1066 unit produced per factory per day. Setting up 10 assembly 

lines would meet the demand. i.e. 1066*10=10660 units are manufactured from all the 10 

assembly lines per day.  

Below are the calculations tables for our Takt time applying the assembly 

assumptions.  We have determined that we would need to have 71 second for case I and 

59 seconds for case II to be able to meet customer demand for the product. 
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5.7 Observations 

From assembly analysis, it has been determined that there are no advantages in 

having multiple workers assemble the same unit on a line.  In fact, there is a disadvantage 

in multi-worker assembly as the parts involved with the Maverick exhibit low mass and 

size and are subject to random displacements as a result of sudden movement of the Left 

Frame during assembly.  It has been observed that keeping the base of the assembly (the 

Left Frame) stationary at one work station during the assembly process is desirable. 

This observation leads the analysis team to believe that workers complete entire 

assemblies individually and pass the finished product down the line for final processing.  

This setup requires that the individual worker locate, insert, and fasten each part and 

subassembly of the Maverick.  This is similar to assembly lines discussed in class which 

present workers with marked bins stocked with discrete parts and subassemblies. 

From class discussion, this method requires attention be paid to what parts the 

workers is handling at all times.  Proper labeling of bins can aid the worker in identifying 

and locating a desired part during each step of the assembly process.  A breakdown in 

labeling may result in worker confusion and increased TAKT time.  Increasing assembly 

time per unit will result in decreased production and failure to meet product quota. 
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